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About This Game

Classic 2D platformer with graphics drawn on paper.

You play for a purple ghost jellyfish.
Help her overcome all the obstacles to get home.

 unusual graphics

 intuitive control

 no enemies
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 think your way

  find out the developer's secret at the end of the game 
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Not worth it for the dlc
moz of it u can get later in game
no additional woman vioce quite a shame. I don't even know whats going on. Why is he going up a pipe to deliver present? i
bought for 10 cents so i guess.... BIG ISLAND MIKE!!!!! Most people who play nancy drew know and love this guy. There is so
much to do on the island thanks to him. Especially since frassing is sooooooooooooooooo boring. I wish this game had limited
the amount of frassing, because honestly I just cheated and used a walkthrough. Oh well, it's still beautiful and relaxing
alternative for those of us who can't afford a vacation.. It's a fun little game, interesting premise.
Obviously you don't really get to work and proper equipment it is still fun to get those bobble heads to rock out.
Only 2 locations, also limited sets of vinyls (I think 4) but the option to use your own music (ogg and wave only, though).

Nice enough, I think I played it only twice tho.
. So, the game is back and alive....and good.

After some terrible comms from the devs they have now produced a patch which has really polished the game and added
animated fielders and a new front end which includes net practice and scenerio's.

As per the previous version of the game, the game plays true to the sport and you do feel you are 'in the game'. I'd recommend
playing it only on hard as the other levels are too easy and not a challenge.

Things I would like to see updated from my limited play time of the new patch.

- Fielders move position during the game
- Too many 3's. The ball seems to just end up by the boundry too many times
- Balls going wide leg side and to the boundry for instance are not given as runs
- Bat hitting the ground
- Global high score board. (This may be there, but so far all I have seen is local scores shown)

Future updates would be good to have wear on the pitch the longer you progress making for more spin turn and the ball sticking
(keeping low). Basically variation. and also different grounds to play on.

Overall a good update and the game is worth picking up now.. This game has a lot of Potential. Seriously. It is like Foxhole.
Survival foxhole with Fallout 4 combined. Down to building and all that. But with better survivial knacks. Also tracks your
metabolism and food minerals etc. SO, Scum, Fallot and Foxhole combined.
Will be a bit difficult to learn owing to the amount of stuff in it in the begining. But I think it will surely be well worth the wait
for it to be polished.
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Guys... This game sucks! I have been waiting on them to send patches with no luck as I still can't play 3d only the moving dot
sim option! But there is hope and I know where you need to go...

CHECKOUT AXIS FOOTBALL!

The 2015 version was simplistic but fun and the developer is extremely active. Currently they are working on the 2016 version
which they want to put in alot of the modification options just like the old FPS game as well as other league customization
options. The problem is they need the money for development of all the add ons they want to do. The first game was built on a
$450 budget and they are trying to raise $10,000 to help with the 2016 build. Please check them out the game is sold through
steam and they have a kickstarter up where they are trying to get people to help with raising the money. Donaters can sign up for
different levels and each level gives you something in return with the starter being a copy of the game when done. So you are
not just throwing the money away. Here are the links so PLEASE check them out!

https:\/\/www.kickstarter.com\/projects\/169597452\/axis-football-2016

https:\/\/twitter.com\/axisgamesdev\/status\/663402563950272512

https:\/\/www.facebook.com\/AxisGames\/posts\/10153582324820255

Thanks!. I kept writing trying to submit a review, and either it hated me saying "fart" or I am gonna see 154 posts of my review
on Herding Dog tomorrow morning...

So, for brevity's sake, and maybe so I can post a comment and update with my full and actual thoughts LATER, I will leave you
with:

Badger: In summation, I think you just got to not do it, man. That's all.
Mr. Fox: I understand what you're saying, and your comments are valuable, but I'm gonna ignore your advice.

Don't ignore Badger's advice, Foxy.

UPDATE:

UHG! I don't know why I couldn't post my full review. It seems like "fart" is an okay word, but who knows. Here are my full
thoughts, as I wish to share them with the dev and with other gamers.

The UI is not pretty, but much worse of a flaw, it is not informative. We need a *working* HUD with objectives on the screen -
ALWAYS - with real time updates as we progress through them. Sometimes I had 0%, or 0\/0 HUDs. Sometimes I had nothing
on my screen. Sometimes I would pen the sheep and the game wouldn't end. I needed to get a bucket of "Item +1" that was off
on the far corner of the map. How did I know this? Only because the game didn't end when I penned the sheep and I started
running around. This is not good. I shouldn't have to guess what I need to do. Add a minimap or directional markers to let me
know where my sheep are, my home is and maybe - or maybe not - where the predators are. Make your buttons say Play! not
"paw shape". Buttons, HUDs, minimaps-- every UI element should be clear as to what it is telling the player. The world map - it
looked okayish in the screenshots, but my map was of a view where all I could see was the dog and the "level" he was at. I
couldn't see the next levels. I had no idea what I was doing - or should do - and then I pressed in a few places. One worked and
he ran a long way off to level two. It's not a world map if I don't see the world. And all I saw was one level at a time with no
context. Again. Make things clear to the player, every level, every objective, every update to the objectives and the rating they
might be getting. I mean, aliens - I think - abducted one of my pigs, but I have no idea, honestly. There were coyotes there, too. I
didn't see it happen. I was not told ALIENS ABDSUCTED YOUR PIGLET OH NO! Which could be something funny, as well
as informative. Because of the bad UI I have no idea why I would get a "D" score when I got 3\/5 pigs but a "C" score when I
rescued only 1 sheep. Makes no sense and I have no visual feedback as to WHY that is the case. The in-game HUD should tell
me what is going on and the scoreboard should be a recap.

There is very little AI. I mostly found myself trying to be between the sheep and the wolf. The wolves never stopped or ran away
when I barked. The sheep never stopped, or ran, when I barked. But they did fart blood! Which makes no sense. I wasn't near
them. Or biting them. I certainly couldn't bite wolves or make them fart blood. But sheeps fart blood when I bark and it doesn't
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kill them or do anything but make em fart blood. TOOT TOOT TOOT! I mean, I guess it's funny, but uh... yea. I run around
between the wolves and sheep. The wolves never stop trying to get the sheep, running directly at them in a constant b-line, and
only turn away when I turn towards them. But they instantly turn back to run at the sheep the moment I turn away. Barking
doesn't scare them. It doesn't call the farmer. It seems pointless except for the farting sheep joke aspect. The stock could be
dopey but the predators shouldn't be. And even though sheep are a little fluffy-brained, they don't stand there to get mauled by a
wolf. I mean, if they run away from me - farting blood at my barks - then they should run from the wolves, too. It's just
common sense. I don't know where you wanna go with this but it seems like something needs to be done to make it more
realistic or more interesting, with more depth. Right now I am just mousing between A and B. An A that wants to eat B, and a B
that is afraid of me, but not of A, who wants to eat him.

Mr. Dev: You are asking people to buy this game and it's not finished, and you don't say that. It sounds like your friend wrote a
long review for you, calling you by name and adding a lot of imagined depth to the game that I am just not seeing. It sounds like
he knows exactly what you want this game to be, but that seems to actually further highlight what the game isn't yet.

You need to let people who are paying money for this game know it's not finished, or they are just going to be annoyed with
you, downvote your game and\/or ask for a refund. You may say "Well this game is for kids!" but like the unfinished alpha
game info-- you don't say that anywhere on your store page! And I like kid's things. I love cartoons, kid's books and kid's games.
Just because a game is for children does not excuse poor UI design, poor gameplay direction, etc.

I hope you make this game what you invision, because I love dogs, especially Border Collies (hint hint) and Babe. See? I love
childish things, and this game has potential, but right now it's not worth as much time as I've spent playing and reviewing it. Best
of luck, and hope you can update this game to meet your dream's potential.. Very nice line, just FPS gets very low at some
places especially where a lot of locomotives are standing. Very nice line indeed.. Excellent puzzles, artwork, sound, game
length!. There is a serious Steam.DLL error that makes this game have a 1 in 2 chance of not running properly on windows 10
computers, its been unfixed for 2 years, probably because the game is old. Bejeweled is (obviously) a great game, but get 3 if
you want it to actually work, its a better game anyway, the only thing this one has above 3 is the great OST, which 3 is sorta
lacking.. This is a borderline-positive review, as Blameless (as it currently exists) seems like a promising demo for first-person
adventure storytelling, but lacks polish. The environment delivered here is exquisitely detailed and feels solid, but persistent
clipping bugs and other small issues keep it from feeling ready. The story fragment that this game tells certainly rouses interest
and curiosity, but the continuation feels a long way off, if it'll ever come. The puzzles are reasonable, sometimes offering
multiple solutions, and the presence of non-helpful items gives the game, on the one hand, a realism that few adventure games
offer (in the sense that every object you can interact with has its use somewhere), and on the other hand, can be frustrating as
you wonder why more parts of the environment aren't available for interaction. Voice acting is passable at best, and cringe-
worthy at worst. If you spend half an hour on this mini-game, I doubt you'll regret it, but you may be left wondering at the
potential left unfulfilled.. Improves all of the aspects from the First game and is therefore pretty much (one of) the best
platformers on Steam.

The first game suffered quite much from its Nintendo 3DS origins. Luckily this time the game doesn't feel like all characters
were crammed into a very small screen which results much more smooth gameplay.

If I were to nitpick about something it would be the difficulty that is considerable easier than it was in the first part of the series.
I don't miss all those pits or suddenly appearing enemies but cute bosses have somewhat lost their charm because of the easier
difficulty. In the first game bosses either required multiple lives to find out barely survivable strategy or upgraded technical skill
that was their weakness. This time I accidentally beat most of the bosses in (so-called) expert mode with normal shot on first or
second try. In the first game utilizing weaknesses felt like strangely satisfying cheating after failing multiple times with normal
shot but now just beating bosses makes me have guilty conscience.

Later Thoughts: Replay-value of the game is huge thanks versatility of gameplay. There are two (and half) characters to play
that differ considerably but what really adds that replay-value is the shop system. There are the normal shops that sell stuff for
current playthrough and "cheat-shop" that can be used to alter characters initial parameters. Beating the game even on the
hardest difficulty isn't exactly very hard because you can farm currency and quite buy ease. The real difficulty of the game is to
understand all those (stupid) things you can do with shop-system and how to tailor your playthrough. For example: like in most
of the megamanesque games, all the sub-weapons\/technical skills are used extremely little. However with cheat shop its
possible to get enough initial currency to fully upgrade your (least) favourite technical skill which gives incentive to put it into
main weapon slot. Sliding through the game and enemies (and into pits) is very different experience compared to just shooting
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things with standard shot.. Funny, relaxing and simple game, just 6 levels. I believe someone can do it in 2 hours (not my case)
:D I recommend.. Just a warning this is a living, breathing review so it is subject to change.

I just got done with Factions: Origins of Malu and you can find a short 15 minutes first look here. (This may still be uploading)

https:\/\/youtu.be\/W-dphbFbPzU

Factions looks great visually. The two maps available I think are wonderful looking. The character models are unique. The
abilities that the factions have look good as well.

Now as far as what to expect. I cannot stress enough how much you need to read and research your games before purchasing
them.
Please take a minute and actually read the dev's comments in the "Early Access Game" section. That is where you will decide if
this is for you.

I for one am excited to see this game grow. So for now, I'm going to recommend picking this game up with a caveat -  Don't
buy this game if you're expecting a polished finished game filled with content at this moment.[\/b]

Consider that this game will continue to grow. However, if you're expecting a complete product then early access and
this game are not for you.

For more Early Access and Indie reviews please check out my website - www.earlyaccesspodcast.com and my youtube 
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/c\/earlyaccesspodcast. i liked it because it is a good scary game and its very fun
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